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The present paper deals with a minimal extension of the classical semigroup
theory for second-order damped differential equations in Banach spaces with
closed, densely defined linear operators as coefficients. We do not ask anymore
from our operators than in the case of first-order equations, i.e., semigroups. We
present here generalizations of the Miyadera]Phillips]Feller theorem, the Hille
type theorem, and the Trotter]Kato type theorem. The method is quite general
and could be used for equations of any order. We focus our attention on a
particular dynamical operator solution or main propagator and we assume some
properties about it. From this we can obtain some information about the comple-
mentary basis operator solutions or secondary propagators. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The development of the theory of linear differential equations in Ba-
nach spaces has two absolutely distinct cases: first-order equations and
higher order equations. The case of the first-order equation by 1948 had
such deep results as the Hille]Yosida theorem and by 1957 many of
w xresults known today were already in a book form 1 . On the other hand,
even if some results for the case of higher order equations were published
w xin 1 , nothing approaching in deepness or beauty the results for the first
order case were ever presented. There are quite a number of people
starting with Hille and Phillips who did try to extend the classical semi-
group theory for higher-order equations. They did try to copy the semi-
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group theory and they did try to use as many properties of semigroups as
possible. This way of thinking shadowed the physical fact that second-order
equations have a dynamics of their own and the mathematical fact that the
semigroup theory in its classical form is especially suited for the first-order
case and strictly speaking for this case only.
The semigroup property is the basis for the classical theory. The analog
for the undamped second-order equation u0 q Au s 0 was considered to
be D'Alambert's formula for cosines. This led to the development of the
cosine operator theory for which was established a Miyadera]Phillips]
Feller type generation result. Let us note that there is no analog to the
w xHille]Yosida theorem in the cosine operator theory. Fattorini 2 dis-
n. .  .cussed the undamped nth-order equation u t s Au t by extending as
faithfully as possible to the semigroup theory, even in definitions. For
example, it was asked for all propagators to be defined in all space X. In
this way it was proven that if n ) 2 and the Cauchy problem for the last
equation is well posed then operator A must be bounded some results of
w x.this kind were presented in 1, 2 .
A departure of the semigroup thinking of the second-order equation was
w x w xintroduced by Fattorini 3 . More recently, Tijun and Yin 4 with Fattorini's
hypotheses of well posednesses and additional conditions obtained a
theorem of Miyadera]Phillips]Feller type for the Cauchy problem.
The approach that we develop in the following is quite different. We ask
here for a minimal extension of a C -semigroup theory, by focusing our0
attention on the main propagator only. It is actually directly related to the
Green function for an initial-value problem and we refer to it as the
dynamical operator solution. We take the spirit of the classical semigroup
theory and adapt it to the different situation, where there is no way to
adapt small and specific details. We do not require some special conditions
 w x.on operator B and the main propagator see 3, 4 , neither do we require
 .any kind or hidden type of commutativity among the operator-coeffi-
 w x.cients see 5 . All this allows us to develop a general theory with the same
generality and simplicity and, we think, elegance of the classical results.
We consider here the second-order damped equation in Sections 2 and 3
in Section 2 we collect some lemmas and in Section 3 we present the main
.results . In Section 4 we collect the remarks.
2. THE DYNAMICAL SOLUTION
We consider here the equation
d2 u du
t q B t q Au t s f t , 1 .  .  .  .  .2 dtdt
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where B and A are some unbounded closed operators, differential or
 .  .abstract, defined on some dense subsets D B and D A of a separable
5 5  n.Banach space X with the norm . . We will assume that D A and
 n.D B are dense and moreover their intersection D be dense too. We cann
equip D with the following ``graph'' norm,n
5 5 5 5 5 n 5 5 n 5x s x q A x q B x 2 .n
for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
 .  .We will consider here classical solutions of 1 , i.e., such that u t g
 .  .  .D A , durdt g D B , and u t is twice continuously differentiable, where
A and B are closed operators with non-empty resolvent sets.
DEFINITION 1. We shall say that the family of bounded operators
  .4D t , defined on the Banach space X for all non-negative t, is a
dynamical family of operators or a main propagator family, or simply, a
 .  .  .  .   .dynamical solution of 1 , whenever u t s D t x and u t s D9 t q
 . .D t B y are classical solutions of the homogeneous equation associated
 .with 1 ,
d2 u du
t q B t q Au t s 0, 3 .  .  .  .2 dtdt
for any x, y in a some dense subset D containing D for a certain naturaln
 .  .  .number n ) 0 and with the Cauchy data u 0 s 0, u9 0 s x and u 0 s y,
 .u9 0 s 0, respectively.
 .For simplicity, we shall assume in the sequel that D t x is three times
continuously differentiable for x in D. It will be later established that
 . 3D t x is of class C for x in D . With the above definition and by using3
w xFattorini's arguments 3 , the following properties for the dynamical solu-
tion can be established:
LEMMA 1. The function
w xu t s D t x q D t y q D) f t 4 .  .  .  .  .1
 .  .  .is a classical solution of 1 with the initial data u 0 s y, u9 0 s x for
 .x, y g D and f t g D.n
Here
D t s D9 t q D t B 5 .  .  .  .1
w x .and D) f t is the standard convolution. The complementary operator
 .solution D t will be referred to as the secondary propagator or the static1
operator solution.
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 .  .LEMMA 2. Let D t be a dynamical solution of 1 . Then the following
commutati¨ ity relation holds for x in D :nq1
D0 t q BD9 t q AD t x s D0 t q D9 t B q D t A x . 6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Let us note that the above lemma corresponds exactly to a very simple
 .commutativity relation between a semigroup T t and its generator
 .  .A: AT t s T t A. The secondary propagator satisfies such commutativity
only if A and B commute. This observation is one simple argument why in
cosine operator theory sine type operators are more important than cosine
type operators. Formally speaking, the lemma here is given for a very
 .restricted set D , but combining it with Theorem 3 below we cannq1
obtain it for any x g D .2
The following lemmas consider the Post]Widder theorem within the
framework of families of linear operators on a Banach space and a
characterization of the solution of the homogeneous equation in terms of
the Bromwich integral.
  .4LEMMA 3. Let E t be a family of bounded operators defined on X for
all t G 0. Then the following two conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i E t is exponentially bounded, i.e., for some M ) 0 and w G 0 we
ha¨e
5 5 w tE t F Me ; 7 .  .
 .  .  .  .ii If E l is a Laplace transform of E t , then E l is an analytic
function for complex l with Re l ) w and satisfies the estimate
nd Mn!
E l F 8 .  .n nq1dl Re l y w .
for all natural n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
 . 2 y1 .LEMMA 4. Let D l be the operator l I q lB q A. If D l exists and
y1 .there are constants M ) 0 and w G 0 such that D l is analytic for
Re l ) w and
M
y15 5D l F , 9 .  .
Re l y w
 .then the function u t defined by
1 sqi`
lt y1u t s e D l x dl 10 .  .  .H2p i syi`
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 .for s ) w is independent of s and is a classical solution of 3 for Cauchy data
 .  .u 0 s 0, u9 0 s x with x g D , n ) 3.n
3. MAIN RESULTS FOR SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS
THEOREM 1. The following two conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .i There exists a dynamical solution D t of 1 such that for some
w G 0, M ) 0,
5 5 w tD t F Me ; 11 .  .
 .  . 2ii The operator D l s l I q lB q A has an in¨erse for Re l ) w,
this in¨erse is analytic in the same domain and, moreo¨er, satisfies the
condition
nd Mn!
y1D l F , 12 .  .n nq1dl Re l y w .
for all natural n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
The proof of this theorem is based on the Post]Widder theorem
 .Lemma 3 , Lemma 2, Lemma 4, and simple observations and calculations.
By using standard arguments we can produce a better version of the last
 .results in the classical case. We did not ask for strong continuity of D t x,
but we obtain it automatically in the following
THEOREM 2. The following two conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i There exists a strongly continuous dynamical solution that satisfies
 .11 ;
 .  .ii Condition 12 holds.
The proof is based on standard continuity arguments.
 .  .THEOREM 3. Let us assume that D t is a dynamical solution of 1 with
 .the exponential estimate 11 . Then:
 .  .i D t x is n-times continuously differentiable and exponentially
bounded for x g D and son
5 n. 5 w t 5 5D t x F Me x ; 13 .  .n
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 .  .ii D t x is n-times continuously differentiable and exponentially1
bounded for x g D and so an estimate analogous to the last one holds;nq1
 .  .iii The mild solution of 3 defined by
u t s D t x q D t y 14 .  .  .  .1
is a classical one for x g D and y g D .2 3
The proof is based on the same ideas employed for establishing the
Post]Widder lemma and some simple observations connected with Leib-
nitz's differentiation formula.
As in the classical case, the Trotter]Kato approximation theorem can be
given for a class of operators for which we can approximate the dynamical
solution.
 .DEFINITION 2. We say that the ordered pair of operators A, B
 .belongs to the class G M, w , whenever they have non-empty resolvent2
 .sets, closed, densely defined, and Eq. 3 with those operators will possess
 .a dynamical solution with exponential estimate 11 with constants M, w.
 .  .THEOREM 4. Let us assume that A , B and A, B are all in the samen n
 .class G M, w . Then the following assertions are equi¨ alent:2
 .i A x ª Ax, B x ª Bx, for x g D ;n n 1
 . y1 . y1 .ii D l x ª D l x, for x g X and l sufficiently large;n
 .  .  .iii D t x ª D t x, for x g X.n
 .  .  . w  .  .xProof. i ª ii . If i is valid, then D l y D l x ª 0, x in D .n 1
y1 . w  .  .x y1 .Since x s D l y for some y in X, we have D l y D l D l y ª 0n
w  . y1 .x  . y1 .  . y1 .or 1 y D l D l y ª 0 and D l D l y ª y s D l D l y. Asn n
 .w y1 . y1 .x y1 . y1 .D l D l y D l y ª 0, we conclude that D l y ª D l y forn n n
y1 .all y in X once D l is closed and y could be chosen arbitrarily in X.n
 .  .  .w y1 . y1 .x  . y1 .ii ª i . As before D l D l y D l x ª 0 and D l D l xn n n n
y1 .  . w  .  .xª D l D l x s x, x in X or simply D l y D l y ª 0 with y sn
y1 .D l x in D .1
 .  . y1 .  .iii ª ii . This follows from the representation of D l , D l givenn
in Theorem 1.
 .  .  .ii ª iii . From Definition 2 and Theorem 1 it is clear that D t ,n
 .D t , are bounded families of linear operators with bounds independent of
 . y1 . y1 .n. From ii we have D l x ª D l x, x in X. Considering thisn
convergence on a dense subset D and using the same reasoning as in
 .  .  .Lemma 4, we obtain that D t x ª D t x, for x in D. Now since D t yn n
 .  .  .D t is bounded, it follows that D t x ª D t x.n
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The classical Hille type theorem can also be extended for second-order
equations:
 .THEOREM 5. 1 The following two conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i There exists a dynamical solution of 3 with the exponential
 .bound 11 ;
 .  .  .ii Equation 3 has a unique classical solution u t such that
 .  .  .a u 0 s 0, u9 0 s x for x in some dense subset D of X,
 .b For some M ) 0, w G 0, and x g D we ha¨e
5 5 w t 5 5u t F Me x . 15 .  .
 .2 Under any one of the abo¨e conditions any classical solution of
 .  .  .Eq. 3 with the general initial data u9 0 s x, u 0 s y will satisfy the estimate
5 5 w t 5 5 5 5u t F Me x q y . 16 .  . .1
Here we did present a minimal extension of classical semigroup theory.
One can consider another possible extension for the second-order equa-
tion, when one can require that the dynamical solution will be in addition
differentiable and its derivative will be exponentially bounded in all X. In
this case one can obtain the generalization of the theory of operator
families of cosine type and this generalization is more straightforward
w xthan the one presented in 4 , since we will have only one condition of
Miyadera]Phillips]Feller type instead of three. Also we do not need
 .  .any assumptions about interplay between D B and the range of D t as
w xin 3, 4 .
4. REMARKS
 .1 One can attempt to reduce the second-order equation to a first-order
 .  .system and use the classical semigroup theory. In this way U9 t s CU t ;
 .  . w  .  .x  . w  .  .xU 0 s U , where U t s col u t u9 t , U 0 s col u 0 u9 0 , and C is the0
companion operator of A and B. By the Hille theorem we get the estimate
5 5 w t 5 5U t F Me U 0 .  .
or
w t5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u t q u9 t F Me u 0 q u9 0 . .  .  .  .
w xThis last estimate requires much more than Fattorini type conditions 3 . It
w xmeans it will give much more restrictive conditions than those given in 4
and so even more restrictive than those in Theorem 2.
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This is not the only reason for developing the second-order equation
 .independently from the first, since it is not easy if at all possible to
reformulate necessary and sufficient conditions of the semigroup theory
 . given in terms of operator C to the original operators A and B for
w x.some sufficient results see 5 . It is also well known that the domain of
 .definition of U t will not be a space product unless additional hypotheses
 .are made on u t . In particular, Fattorini introduced the requirement that
 .BD t x be continuous in all space.
 .2 In the classical case of the first-order equation,
u9 t s Au t 17 .  .  .
one can take one of the following definitions of well posedness:
 .  .a There exist a dense subset D of X and a positive function N t
w x  .bounded on 0, T for some T ) 0 such that for any u 0 from D there
 .exists a unique classical solution of 17 such that
5 5 5 5u t F N t u 0 ; 18 .  .  .  .
 .  . w xb There exists a positive function N t bounded on 0, T for some
 .  .T ) 0 such that for any u 0 from D A there exists a unique classical
 .  .solution of 17 such that 18 is satisfied;
 .c There exist a dense subset D of X and M ) 0, w G 0 such that
 .  .for any u 0 from D there exists a unique classical solution of 17 such
that
5 5 w t 5 5u t F Me u 0 ; 19 .  .  .
 .  .  .d There exist M ) 0 and w G 0 such that for any u 0 from D A
 .  .there exists a unique classical solution of 17 such that 19 is satisfied.
 .It is well known that all four definitions are equivalent for Eq. 17 . This
is not true in the second-order case as one can see from examples given in
w x4 . So one must use any one possible definition. We think that the
definitions given in this work are more plausible, since we get more
general results with relatively simple proofs.
 .3 In the case n s 1, i.e., the classical semigroup theory, dynamical
 .solutions semigroups in this case will be automatically exponentially
bounded. For the general case, an assumption about it should be made as,
 w x.for example, the one in Theorem 2 for example, see 3 . Some other
properties of the semigroup can be obtained also. For instance, a semi-
group is uniquely generated by the operator A. In the general case, an
exponentially bounded dynamical solution operator is uniquely determined
 .by operators-coefficients in 3 .
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 .4 In the classical case the semigroup property is fundamental for many
proofs. For example, any strongly continuous semigroup is automatically
exponentially bounded, any operator-generator of C -semigroup is clos-0
able, etc. In the general case, we have a ``generalized'' semigroup property
which, so far, is not such a nice property, and so we use alternative proofs.
 .5 In the classical case the resolvent identity plays a very important role.
For example, using it one can get the Hille]Yosida theorem from the
Miyadera]Phillips]Feller theorem without Yosida approximation simply
take w s 0 and M s 1 and apply derivative formula-trivial consequence of
.the resolvent identity . In our case we can easily produce some variant of
resolvent identity, but again the derivative formula or the identity itself is
cumbersome.
 .  .6 If we further assume that D t x is differentiable for every x in X
 .and D9 t is a bounded operator on X for all t G 0, then we can produce
w xa smooth extension of the C -semigroup theory 12 . In this case, we can0
obtain the equivalence between the exponential growth
5 5 w t 5 5 5 5 w t 5 5D t x F Me x , D9 t x F Me x .  .
and the following estimates
nd Mn!
y1lD l F , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .n nq1dl Re l y w .
Finally, let us note that in case B s 0 this result will mean a generation
w xtheorem for the cosine operator function 13, 14 . Also, we can perturb
both coefficients and obtain a perturbation result of the same general level
as in case of cosine operator functions.
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